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Hackathon ‘AI FOR LIFE’ on SKEMA campuses
950 management students and engineers will be working out
ethical solutions to make life better with AI.
From 10 to 13 September 2018 the “AI for life” hackathon will take place on SKEMA Business
school’s three French campuses in Paris, Lille and Sophia Antipolis. This event is partnered by
ESIEA, MICROSOFT and INRIA.
The management students in their first year of the SKEMA Grand Ecole Programme will be working
together with engineering students from ESIEA and MIAGE students from the Université Côte d’Azur
and the Ecole Centrale, Lille. In all, 950 students will be working to find innovative, sustainable
solutions using Artificial Intelligence, while they also question the societal impact of each project
from three different angles: people, profit, planet.
The hackathon includes student coaching on all three campuses and several simultaneously
interconnected events are programmed (the opening session, meetings with practitioners and an
intercampus final competition). During these events question and answer sessions will be live on
Twitter: #ieSKEMA
Among participating practitioners, students will be fortunate enough to meet Dr. Luc Julia, the
inventor of SIRI, Vice-President Innovation - Samsung Electronics in California and director of
Samsung AI research centres. Discussions are also programmed with Lionel Prévost, University
professor, (Professeur des Universités), Director of AI research at ESIEA’s Learning, Data & Robotics
(LDR) lab. Also part of the event are directors of innovation from Microsoft and IBM as well as seven
start-ups that will showcase their services. Researchers from INRIA and ESIEA will give technical
explanations of AI and Machine learning tools.
Students will use video to pitch their projects to a panel of judges* who will designate the three
winners. The winning students will receive humanoid programmable robots offered by ESIEA.
In line with SKEMA’s DNA, the hackathon has three pedagogical objectives: developing creativity and
the capacity to innovate while encouraging students to ask important questions about the ethical
implications of the technologies that will forge tomorrow’s world.
*Louis Jouanny, General Director of the ESIEA Group, P. Xelot, IBM Start-ups Ecosystems Europe
Manager, Pierre- Antoine Dusoulier, CEO IbanFirst, Virginie Cohen, IBM Systems Lab Services Europe
Manager, Sophie Gay, director of the SKEMA Grande Ecole Programme, and the ‘mayors’ of ‘Villages

by CA’: (green-tech hubs fostered by the Credit Agricole): Fabrice Marsella (Paris), Franck Bielher
(Lille) and Jean-François Richardoz (Sophia Antipolis).
About SKEMA Business School: with over 8000 full time and continuing education students and 40 000 graduates, SKEMA
Business School trains the talents required by 21 century firms. The school’s research, teaching programmes and multisite
organisation make it a truly global school present on 6 sites worldwide: 3 in France (Lille, Sophia-Antipolis, Paris), 1 in China
(Suzhou), 1 in the United States (Raleigh) and 1 in Brazil (Belo Horizonte). SKEMA is EQUIS AACSB and AMBA accredited.
www.skema.edu
About ESIEA: The engineering school for the digital world. ESIEA is a “grande ecole” in engineering specialized in digital
sciences and technologies. The school trains engineers to be innovative through hands on experience; graduates go on to
become managers and entrepreneurs. The school is located in Paris, Ivry-sur- Seine and Laval and has a student body of over
1200. ESIEA belongs to all its alumni who deal with governance and help run the school on a voluntary basis.
ESIEA is certified EESPIG, Cti authorized and a member of the PEC (Pôle d’Excellence Cyber). Its research unit, ESIEA
Numérique et Société, is fully independent and certified by Hcéres (Higher Council for Evaluation of Research and Higher
Education). www.esiea.fr
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